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OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER – THE BIG PICTURE
The Operations Control Center (OCC) is the physical manifestation of how “SAP is run like a factory”. The OCC
ensures highly automated and pro-active operations, which results in simultaneously reduced operational cost
and improved IT service quality, and therefore improved business satisfaction. In addition the OCC continuously
drives the improvement of business processes and IT support. A strong interaction with both the Innovation
Control Center (ICC), and the SAP Mission Control Center (MCC) supports these ambitious goals.

F igu re 1 : Inn ov at io n C o nt r o l C en te r ( ICC ), (O pe ra t ion s C on t ro l Ce n te r ( OCC ), an d Miss io n C on tr o l Ce nt er
( MCC )

The ICC is the customer owned manifestation of “Building SAP like a factory”. It maximizes the usage of SAP
standard functionality, protects customer investment by end-to-end integration validation, and prepares for
smooth and non-disruptive operations after Go-Live. The MCC is located at SAP (one MCC per region), and is
the foundation for providing efficient Mission-Critical Support. All three Control Centers are shown in figure 1.
In the OCC a small team of IT Operators take care of the productive SAP environment. Depending on the
environment, and the complexity of the business processes, 2 FTE (“Full Time Employees”) per shift could
operate the environment in an ideal case, with an SLA (“Service Level Agreement”) towards the Business of 4hrs
issue resolution time.
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WHAT IS AN OCC?
The Operations Control Center is a central IT support entity at the customer site that pro-actively monitors the
productive SAP environment (important non-SAP applications can be included as well). It is recommended to set
up a physical room within the IT Support organization. Figure 2 shows how it might look and feel.

F igu re 2 : E x am p le of a n O pe ra t ion s C o nt ro l C en te r

The status of the business processes and IT landscape components, and all critical business and IT exceptions
and alerts are displayed on large screens. In case of problems, partners and SAP can be included by video link.
Other IT Support teams may be included into the room as well. For instance, including parts of the Service Desk
team may help making cross-team communication efficient. The room is set up by the customer with the help of
AGS. The customer leads the room, and the team of technical and functional IT Operators, who acts on the
alerts.
Figure 3 shows the general concept of an OCC:
•

•
•
•

•

The OCC collects technical (“Application Operations”) and functional (“Business Process Operations”)
monitoring information of IT landscape components and Business Processes (this model is extended by
a 3rd infrastructure layer later on, see figure 7).
The data is stored in SAP Solution Manager. It is displayed in “Central Monitors” (e.g. on TV screens in
the OCC room), or in reports and dashboards.
Based on the data, alerts are generated and pro-actively handled in the Event Management Process.
The Continuous Optimization Process seeks for improvement of severe pain areas for Business and IT.
The process is supported by data from the central monitors (e.g. trending data). There are several
process standards (e.g. “PDCA”, “DMAIC”) available.
There is a strong integration and dependency into IT Service Management (ITSM), namely into Incident
Management, Problem Management and Change Management.
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F igu re 3 : C on ce pt o f a n Op er at io ns Co n tr o l Ce nt er

The OCC provides the following deliverables and benefits:
•

Higher business availability, and business user satisfaction
The infrastructure behind the OCC continuously collects and evaluates information from all productive
components 24hours x 7days. Technical and business process exceptions lead to alerts in the central
alert inboxes in SAP Solution Manager. IT Operators (technical and functional) are actively notified, and
take immediate analysis and corrective action.
Depending on the threshold settings, the issue can be detected and solved before the business is even
affected at all. At least IT support has more time to analyze the situation, and is already working on the
issue when the user calls. . In addition the alerting could be integrated with the ITSM within SAP
Solution Manager, which could be synchronized with 3rd party ITSM tools as well.
Compared to a re-active operations approach, where IT support waits for the incidents being reported by
business users, this pro-active approach will lead to a much higher business availability, and better IT
service quality, leading to a higher business user satisfaction.

•

Higher IT efficiency by industrialization of SAP operations
Administration and monitoring activities are often performed manually (e.g.: “Every morning, check
transaction XYZ…”). Those activities can often be replaced – automated - by setting up alert monitoring
in SAP Solution Manager: The monitoring infrastructure actively reports problems and exceptions
(“alerts”). The absence of alerts indicates that there is no need for manual checking at all – everything
runs ok.
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The term “Event Management” describes the process between alert creation and closure, see figure 4.
In an OCC, Event Management is highly structured:
o IT Operators always start their work from a central alert inbox in SAP Solution Manager.
o What they need to do their job (for instance the history of a certain KPI) is provided within the
alert context, and in a knowledge database.
o A “Guided Procedure” tells them exactly what they are supposed to do as a first analysis action
(“Guided Procedures” are wizard-type of applications in SAP Solution Manager).
o In case the issue cannot be solved, the IT Operators can create an incident with a single mouse
click, and pass it to the next level support to continue. Integration with ITSM is advantageous:
the bi-directional interface on Service Desk level is the technical foundation.

F igu re 4 : E v en t Ma na ge m en t P ro ce ss (E xa m p le)
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The IT Operators solve simple issues that do not require specialized knowledge, thus freeing up the more
valuable resources from 2 nd level support to concentrate on projects or continuous improvement.
•

Global transparency on the operational state of the SAP solution
Global transparency means: The OCC reports the status of the productive environment including
the mission critical Business Processes. This can be done in multiple ways:
o

o

o

•

Companies using SAP want to know the status of their core business processes and technical
components. SAP Solution Manager offers multiple ways to monitor “availability” (both technical
as well as business process related). In addition, key performance data is collected and
displayed including trend information within OCC monitors in near real time.
Besides those common monitors, customers may require additional monitoring data due to their
special setup and configuration. Such requirements could be for additional error information
about a business critical interface, or information about business data consistency. Those
monitoring demands can be addressed by activating additional data suppliers, or by using one
of the well-defined extension options SAP Solution Manager offers.
Data need to be processed depending on the recipient, and the reporting scenario. IT support
experts require different data and aggregation levels compared to CIOs. To address all needs,
SAP Solution Manager offers a rich variety of reporting techniques, starting from a static PDF
file to a highly aggregated and interactive dashboard, and all levels of monitoring data (technical
as well as business process related). Many reporting offerings are already pre-configured
reflecting SAP Best Practices.

Global transparency on component integration
In today’s IT world, there are always SAP and Non-SAP components working tightly together.
Interfaces between core productive components become business critical, for instance with respect to
interface availability, data consistency, or throughput. It is key to continuously monitor interfaces, and
component integration as a whole, for both SAP and Non-SAP. The central monitors in an OCC can
provide a complete picture of the integration status and performance, from multiple perspectives.
Examples are:
o End-User-Experience monitoring (EEM) showing the end user’s perspective.
o PI monitoring showing the cross-system message flow perspective.
o BI monitoring showing the reporting perspective.
o Interface Channel (IC) monitoring showing the interface perspective.
It is important to mention that SAP and Non-SAP components can be included into this picture. For
instance, CA Wily Introscope in its full version, or SAP IT Infrastructure Management offer a lot of
integration capabilities for Non-SAP components which are part of mission critical business processing.

•

Continuous improvement of Business and IT
As the second core process of an OCC, SAP recommends setting up a Continuous Improvement
process. Once initiated, continuous improvement runs a structured analysis and documentation of the
root cause. Improvement proposals are collected, prioritized, tested, and implemented. The success of
the improvement activities is constantly measured.
Continuous Improvement addresses major operational pain areas and challenges. The proposed
changes may affect the setup of business process or IT support processes, depending on the
improvement item. This may lead to the implementation of new “Run SAP like a Factory” projects.
In a fast-changing business world, IT cannot remain passive. Business is constantly changing the
business applications, the business processes, and the process configurations. These changes
introduce new critical business processes and corresponding potential exception situations which need
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to be detected in the OCC. In other words, analysis of current operations is not the only source of
change requirements. Potentially not only monitors, but also IT support processes or business
procedures need to be changed to address these risks.
Continuous Improvement is a structured multi-step process. There are several improvement process
definitions in the market. For instance the PDCA process made popular by Dr. Deming consists of the 4
steps PLAN, DO, CHECK, and ACT:

F igu re 5 : P DC A Im p r ov em en t P ro ce ss (E x am p le)

o
o
o
o

Plan: Plan the improvement sequence
Do: Test quickly first ideas in reality
Check: Check the results, and define new standard
Act: Implement the new standard

The number of process steps and the improvement theory behind is not important. The DMAIC
improvement theory for instance may deliver similar results. However, the important aspect is to create a
mindset for continuous improvement within IT. Furthermore the improvement process itself needs to be
set up with senior management attention, to truly address and correct newly identified operational
challenges and pain points.
When setting up an OCC, SAP takes care of seamlessly integrating Continuous Improvement into
the existing IT support environment. The integration is usually done on both layers IT support tools,
and IT support processes, e.g.:
o

o

Data is taken from existing IT support tools to drive the process. For instance incident
management data from the 3 rd party service desk tool can help identifying areas where the end
users constantly feel severe pain. Changes triggered from the Continuous Improvement process
are managed and tracked by the existing tool for Change Request Management.
Depending on the maturity level, Continuous Improvement can reuse concepts, roles, processes
and procedures from existing Incident and Problem Management processes.

As a result, SAP Operations as a whole will become more innovative. This efficiency gain will either free
up resources required to operate the environment, or enable teams of IT Operators to handle more in a
shorted period of time.
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An OCC deeply integrates with both ICC and MCC.
•

The integration between ICC and OCC is two-fold.
On the one hand, the Continuous Improvement process may initiate new improvement projects
which will be managed by the ICC.
On the other hand, the ICC needs to take care of requirements which are key to have to guarantee
smooth operations once the new application enters the productive environment.
o During development, ICC is in charge to enforce common development standards (e.g.
describing Do’s and Don’ts in programming). Product related development standards may define
additional requirements, for instance with respect to performance.
o With User Acceptance Test (UAT), ICC needs to hand over to OCC operational documentation
describing the business processes and interfaces in scope of the new development, the system
landscape, expected data volumes, important new batch jobs, additional performance
requirements and so on.
Once the Transfer to Production process starts, usually a joint team of experts from both Project and
Production Support environment will take care of establishing whatever is required for save operations.
This is ensured by a methodology named “Integration Validation” (IV) as part of ICC.
For newly introduced applications this usually includes:
o The technical monitoring of all involved IT landscape components. Technical monitoring covers
technical component availability, performance, technical exceptions and configuration.
o The monitoring of critical business processes and business process steps – This includes critical
business transactions, interfaces, business exceptions, and background jobs.
o A basic monitoring of business data consistency may be important as well, depending on the
nature of the new application (e.g. a newly introduced ERP-CRM scenario requires the
monitoring of business data consistency, since the same business data is stored in multiple
systems).
o An estimate on data volumes, growth rates, and its implications on sizing and technical capacity.
o Monitoring of special components like SAP PI or BI (including SAP HANA scenarios).
o Alerting on everything where IT Operator attention or the notification of person in charge is
required.
Technical and functional exceptions can be raised and centrally managed by the Exception
Management as part of SAP Solution Manager. Those exceptions can be either “atomic”, or “process
flow driven”. The latter one suits best for instance for processes running across multiple components.
Exception Management tightly integrates with alerting and Guided Procedures.
All items listed above need to be guarded by proper documentation. For instance, the IT landscape and
the business processes need to be documented. Or there must be documentation for IT Operators what
to do in case of an alert, or in case of an exception. Troubleshooting procedures for the most important
and common error patterns should be documented as well. This is often the procedure tree in the Root
Cause Analysis (RCA) tool set, which covers OS, DB and system related error scenarios across multi
components, and multi technologies.
As already described, the ICC is in charge in providing basic documentation. This basic
documentation is then enriched by operational aspects, and stored in SAP Solution Manager. However,
to increase working efficiency, documentation should be stored as close as possible to the related
action. This is what SAP calls Guided Procedure: A wizard-type of application, which provides both
documentation and the execution of a certain analysis or correction functionality (either locally in SAP
Solution Manager, or remotely in the managed system). Guided Procedures can be used in the IT Task
Management, Exception Management and from the Alert Inbox. The IT Operator can safely execute the
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action by using the Guided Procedure. Depending on the scenario, a Guided Procedure may also run
automatically without manual effort. Experienced 2 nd level support experts can of course directly call the
expert tools.
Guided Procedures are used to analyze alerts, and to process periodic and ad-hoc administrative
procedures (e.g. periodic DB backups). Therefore, IV also needs to ensure that new or changed
administrative procedures are properly documented as well.
Members from both ICC and OCC will be key resources in this joint definition activity. It is likely that
this phase of documentation and monitoring setup often does not finish with Go-Live. Especially in hyper
care, white spaces in monitoring become obvious, and the documentation of troubleshooting routines
need to be completed based on real-life problems faced in hyper care. With the end of hyper care, the
responsibility for operations of the newly introduced application has been fully transferred to OCC. That
means:
o
o
o
•

The monitoring of the new application as described above has been documented and set up.
Alerts are configured, and analysis procedures have been documented or configured as Guided
Procedures.
The team of IT Operators has been trained properly in using the central monitors, and the alert
inbox.

A deep integration between the MCC at SAP and OCC is recommended whenever the customer
requires help from SAP while troubleshooting the productive environment. This could be the case for
instance in the PLAN phase of the Continuous Improvement cycle, when the customer wants SAP to
invest a certain problem area, which causes severe pain to either business or IT. In case the customer
cannot find the root cause, or cannot propose improvement proposals, a direct connection to the MCC at
SAP can immediately initiate the appropriate analysis service, provided remotely with a video link in
many cases. Of course for SAP MAXATTENTION customers the link to the MCC at SAP is even more
direct by having direct access to individual SAP resources (e.g. via Expert on Demand).
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WHAT CONSTITUTES AN OCC?
•

A set of central monitors, which permanently report the status of the business processes and related
IT landscapes, including important business and technical exceptions.
The central monitors in OCC are always customer specific. However, in alignment with SAP‟s support
standards, there is a set of standard monitors, which are displayed in many cases, and which are shown
in figure 6. This standard monitor set provides a view to the status of the business processes, the status
of IT landscape components, a performance view from an end users perspective and the alert inbox.

F igu re 6 : OCC S t an da r d Mo n ito rs

Customer specific extensions would for instance display the number of data inconsistencies between
systems, or information on critical interface errors.
Depending on the monitored entity, SAP Distinguishes between three layers:
o The Business Process layer, addressed by Business Process Operations
o The Application layer, addressed by Application Operations
o The IT Infrastructure layer, addressed by Infrastructure Operations
Infrastructure Operations manages items (SAP and Non-SAP) of the IT Infrastructure layer (e.g.
printers and network switches), by integrating powerful functionality from SAP Infrastructure
Management (additional license required). The master repository is a CMDB (Configuration
Management Data Base).
Application Operations handles detailed technical monitoring, alert, and exception data (e.g. response
times, DB size and growth rates), based on SAP’s RCA toolset, and CA Wily Introscope. Again SAP and
Non-SAP components can be covered.
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Business Process Operations handles monitoring, alert, and exception data for business processes,
and individual business process steps (e.g. number of created sales orders).
All data is stored in the SAP BW as part of SAP Solution Manager. It can be used for monitoring, alerting
and reporting purposes.
•

An alert monitoring infrastructure, which pro-actively monitors the solution 24x7 without manual effort,
and which triggers and correlates alerts in case of issues. The alerts are bundled in an alert inbox.

•

A small team of IT operators (“2FTE per shift”; technical and functional, depending on the central
monitors), who work on the alerts in a standardized way (Event Management process):
o
o

•

Perform a first analysis (documented / Guided Procedure).
Escalate the alert into an incident / service request by a single mouse click, for processing by
the next level support in case the alert reason cannot be solved.

A Continuous Improvement process, which identifies operational pain areas. This is often supported
by trend analysis based on monitoring data in SAP Solution Manager. Once initiated. the continuous
optimization process:
o
o
o

Identifies the root cause
Initiates appropriate action to mitigate the risk
Tracks and reports on success

WHY DOES A CUSTOMER NEED AN OCC?
Increased Business Continuity
The customer needs an OCC, because it provides transparency, standardization, automation and proactiveness. Business continuity can be increased by operating in a pro-active (alert driven) mode: Issues are
detected and alerted automatically ideally before they may cause a business impact. As an example, the OCC
will automatically detect an SAP file system, which is filled up more and more. Corrective action (cleanup or
extension) can be initiated before the SAP system is impacted. Central monitors provide the information the IT
Operators and support experts need to ensure business process and IT component availability.
Increased Business Satisfaction
Continuous Improvement increases business satisfaction on two levels. At a support-centric level, the process
focuses on preventing re-occurrence of single major incidents and recurring clusters of minor incidents. Since
every incident represents opportunity costs to the business, the reduction of incidents already leads to better
business satisfaction.
In addition, the continuous improvement process uses all the information in the solution to find ways for IT to
improve the business process for the business users. For example, system-read indicators help to identify
unnecessary or non-productive manual efforts which can be automated, or discover hidden backlogs or
bottlenecks in the business process. Using these and other tools IT moves from being an order taker to an
innovation partner of their business customers.
Increased Business Satisfaction
Tight integration into the Root Cause Analysis tool set helps finding bottlenecks in a faster way. The central
monitors as part of the OCC provide additional information which helps re-establishing best performance (both
technical and business process related).
Lower Operational Cost
Standardization and automation of administrative work will lead to a significant reduction of operational cost, for
instance:
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•

Administrative procedures can be standardized by creating Guided Procedures. This also improves the
quality of service, and the level of governance and control reducing operational risks.
• Daily manual health checks could be completely replaced by the new alert monitoring concept. The
status of the systems can be reported automatically based on the existence of alerts, and technical and
business process performance data.
The additional line of support provided by the IT Operators lead to the situation that the 2 nd level support can
truly focus on complex and critical items. Overall, the customer can do more with less.
HOW DOES THE OCC WORK?
Providing Transparency
The central monitors in an OCC provide transparency about the operational status of the productive
environment (SAP and Non-SAP). The central monitors may run in auto-refresh mode in large TV screens
hanging on the wall in the OCC room, or can be called by IT Operators and IT support experts on request (see
also figure 2).
The information displayed in these monitors are partly standardized (containing “Must-Have” monitoring
information), partly based on operational requirements, which are different for each and every customer - a
large SAP Banking system for instance has different operational requirements compared to a large SAP
Enterprise Warehouse Management environment. The standardized or common part of the central monitors
usually covers four perspectives, and is called “The four screens”: Technical status view, functional or
business process status view, the end-users perspective, and the alert inbox (see also figure 6):
• A technical status view displaying traffic lights for availability, performance, configuration and exceptions
of all productive systems in scope. From here the IT Operator or technical support expert can drill down
to the individual system, where detailed technical KPIs including KPI history are presented.

F igu re 8 : T ech n ic a l S ta tu s Mo n ito r (S yste m L ist )
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COE leads and SAP Basis administrators constantly want to know the status of the core productive
systems. For those the OCC may provide a mobile app view for their smart phones.
•

A business process overview displaying traffic lights per business process step, or per interface. From
here the IT Operator or functional support expert can drill down into individual alert details, and history or
analytics views.

F igu re 8 : B us ine ss P r oc es s Mo n it o r (P r oc es s L is t)
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•

Also common is performance view from an end users perspective, especially in case of having dialog
users being connected from different regions. The end users perspective immediately shows if the total
response time (including network time) of the monitored processes exceeds acceptable limits. From the
overview screen, the IT Operators and support experts can drill down into individual simulated activity
steps, historic views or dashboards.

F igu re 9 : E n d us er E x pe r ie n ce Mo n it or

•

The forth common screen is the alert inbox running in auto-refresh mode. The usage of the alert inbox
is described in detail in the next chapter.
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However, besides common standards, there are always customer specific additional monitors being part of an
OCC.
•

A customer with complex integration scenarios has SAP PI and potentially additional non-SAP
middleware components in place. The non-SAP components can be integrated via CA Wily into SAP
Solution Manager. For SAP PI, extra monitoring screens show PI specific information for multiple
domains, like PI infrastructure component availability, PI load data, and PI specific alerts. In future
information on the message flow will be provided as well.

F igu re 1 0: P r oce ss In te g ra t ion Mon it o r

•

Many customers have advanced BI/BW scenarios in place. They want to have SAP BW, SAP BI, plus
source systems in one view. Some of them have already SAP HANA based systems in place, and
want to have them included as well. The OCC can provide dedicated BW/BI/HANA views showing all
components, from where IT Operators can drill down into the individual components for detailed
analysis.
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F igu re 1 1: H AN A Mo n ito r

Event Management
The first OCC process is called Event Management, and defines all activities taking place when an alert has
been raised in SAP Solution Manager, until alert closure. To illustrate we are providing an example.
The IT Operators work with the central monitors, and the alert inbox. They check the alert inbox regularly or
whenever an indicator in the overview monitors turns red. In case the alert monitoring infrastructure detects for
instance the breakdown of a critical background job, a red alert appears in the alert inbox, which runs in autorefresh. The IT Operator opens the alert and assigns himself as the processor. Detailed job documentation,
including troubleshooting description, restart options, and contact person could be provided. Depending on the
alert context, a Guided Procedure could be linked to the alert as well. SAP already delivers preconfigured
Guided Procedure content for ABAP, JAVA and HANA, and will extend the content in future. From there, the IT
Operator immediately jumps into the right analysis activity in the managed system (in this case, this is
transaction SM37). The IT Operator checks the job log and understands, that in the given error scenario, he is
supposed to restart the job. After job restart has succeeded, the IT Operator closes the alert in SAP Solution
Manager.
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In case the job cannot be restarted, the IT Operator converts the alert to an incident by a single mouse click and
forwards it to the responsible person who was named in the job documentation for further processing. The
person in charge is being notified by the incident management process. He/ she can immediately jump into the
alert from the incident by a single mouse click.

F igu re 1 2: U n if ie d Ale rt Inb ox in S AP S o lu t ion Man a ge r (E xa m p le S ys te m Ale rt s)

When the alert reason has been resolved, the IT Operator adds a comment and closes the alert. The alert then
disappears from the inbox, although it can still be retrieved from history tables if required. During normal
processing, therefore, the IT Operators task is to keep the alert inbox empty for critical alerts.
Continuous Improvement
The second OCC process is called Continuous Improvement. It is to identify and optimize areas which cause
significant operational pain to business or IT.
To illustrate we provide two examples.
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Example 1:
In our first example, the central monitors in SAP Solution Manager indicate a constant and high rate of
ABAP dumps in both the SAP ERP and CRM systems. In parallel, a constant and high number of
aborted update records have been detected. A structured analysis of the SAP incidents show a high rate
of tickets where business users complain about missing or inconsistent data in the customer and product
master data area.
For analyzing the situation, and for detecting the root cause of the problem, the customer OCC
contacts SAP MCC and asks for jointly running a Solution Management Assessment (SMA) on
the business data maintenance processes. The SMA uncovers – beside severe maintenance process
issues – problems with one of the core interfaces between CRM and ERP. SAP supports the deep
analysis of the interface, including design, throughput, and error handling, by sending an interface
support expert. All results are properly documented as issues in SAP Solution Manager.
Based on the analysis, the SMA finally proposes a couple of software and configuration changes to
avoid business data inconsistencies in future. However, there is no data consistency monitoring: The
customer does not know the current state, and if the proposed improvement proposal will solve the
problem.
Since business is already impacted, the customer decides to follow the proposal from the SMA, and
ranks the importance of the related change projects as “very high”. The aim is to avoid any new data
inconsistencies in this area in future.
To create transparency about the current and future state, additional monitors are set up in the OCC:
o The first monitor periodically checks the data consistency between ERP and CRM for customer
and product master data.
o The second monitor automatically reports on errors in the core interface between ERP and
CRM.
o A third monitor reports on dumps and aborted updates.
The current values are continuously taken as a baseline measurement and for reference.
Change projects on the maintenance transactions, and on the core interface are handed over,
initiated and managed by the ICC.
In addition, a Data Consistency Management process is newly implemented in IT with involvement
of peers from the business. In case new data inconsistencies are being reported this process will
analyze the situation, clean up the inconsistencies, and prevent new inconsistencies in future. The
responsible teams can immediately take action on the old inconsistencies which are already in the two
systems.
The two newly created monitors measure the success of corrective actions. In case there are no new
inconsistencies this iteration of the Continuous Improvement Process will stop.
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Example 2:
In a second Continuous Improvement example, a customer focuses on control and improvement of the
Period-End-Closing process. A smooth and fast Period-End-Closing requires the optimization of a
number of critical business process aspects.

F igu re 1 4: F oc us T op ics f o r P e r iod -E nd -C los in g

The figure above shows the business processes which are impacting the period end closing process –
Order-to-Cash, Procure-to-Pay, Plan-to-Produce and Financials-and-Controlling. It also shows a number
of aspects for every process area which are critical for the success of the Period-End-Closing process.
How is the customer managing those critical process aspects?
The customer has set up Business Process Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager. Alerts are generated
in case of severe business process exceptions, and handled by functional IT Operators as described
before.
Furthermore, our customer has set up a Business Process Operations dashboard with all critical key
figures which may impact the Period-End-Closing process.
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F igu re 1 5: B us in es s P ro ce ss Op er at io ns Da sh b oa rd f o r P e r iod -E nd -C los in g

In the dashboard our customer can see the values for the different business units like sales
organizations or company codes per key figure. With green, yellow and red ratings a Business Process
Owner from the business side can clearly identify were action is required. The Business Process Owner
can check the status of the critical key figures together with the QM for Business Process Improvement.
They can initiate corrective action within the Continuous Improvement Process if required. For instance,
they may ask the question: “Are all billing documents successfully transferred to FI/CO?“. The key
figure “Sales Invoices not posted to FI” shows several yellow and red rated entries for various sales
organizations. There are several possible issues why sales documents are not transferred to FI. For
example there could be a pricing error in the sales order, the account is blocked for posting, an account
determination error or missing export data.
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From the dashboard the Business Process Owner can navigate into Business Process Analytics – a
powerful tool on top of Business Warehouse in SAP Solution Manager which enables interactive root
cause analysis for Business Processes.

F igu re 1 6: B us in es s P ro ce ss Im p rov e m en t T oo lse t

Figure 16 shows the tools used in and by business process improvement. Improvement goal setting and
tracking is supported by the Progress Management Board. Using the Dependency Diagram, the
improvement goal or KPI can be further differentiated in affecting TBIs (throughput and backlog
indicators and PPIs (process performance indicators). This way, it is visualized what needs to be
improved operationally to make an effect on the improvement goal of the selected focus area. Tabular
dashboards provide transparency of the current values and historic values of the TBIs and PPIs. In
Business Process Analytics, the Business Process Owner sees all exceptions of document flows. He or
she can see how many documents were not posted per message text from the business process
exception. He or she can select the message text with the highest number of backlog, and via mouse
click navigates directly from the analytics screen into a list of affected business documents. Identified
root causes and recommended actions are documented in Issue Management and assigned for
execution.
PREREQUISITES FOR OCC
The monitoring and alerting infrastructure in SAP Solution Manager Version 7.2 is strongly required for
implementing an OCC. The former monitoring infrastructure tended to generate too many micro alerts, which
could hinder efficient support work. SAP has shipped additional functionality for SAP Solution Manager via
Support Packages. Furthermore, Focused Solutions provide further functionality, e.g. additional dashboards or
additional content. Therefore SAP recommends the highest Support Package level available for SAP Solution
Manager when OCC setup starts.
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SAP ROLE IN A CUSTOMER OCC
The OCC is an integral part of customer operations and would provide value even if there were no connection to
SAP. In the context of a Premium Engagement, however, SAP provides vital support in two areas:
1. Immediate Support in Critical Situations
A full-blown OCC contains a video connection to key suppliers, in particular to SAP Digital Business
Services. In case of a critical situation, the SAP Mission Control Center is integrated immediately
into the Customer OCC which takes on the role of a “War Room” or “Critical Situation Room”. All
key players are either present in the room or linked in per video connection. All tools and information
required for Root Cause Analysis is available through the monitors and Run SAP like a Factory
functionality.
This setup ensures rapid and coordinated problem resolution.
2. Support for the Continuous Improvement Process
The Operations Control Center could be said to work on two different timelines. Monitoring and alerting
functionality provides real-time information for proactive recognition and resolution of exceptions.
Dashboards and trend-analysis reporting support quality management and the improvement process.
Corresponding to this division, SAP Digital Business Services not only helps customers in acute
situations but also accompanies and assists in the continuous improvement process. SAP Digital
Business Services provides best-practice information from other customers, helps the customers to
implement and improve the reporting offering and if requested can also support the actual
improvement initiatives.

KEY ROLES IN AN OCC
OCC Lead
The Operations Control Center Lead is overall accountable for the team of technical and functional IT Operators
including:
o
o
o
o

o
o

o
o

Making sure the IT Operators are following the Event Management process.
Contributes to the Continuous Improvement process.
Supports the improvement of the OCC setup itself (e.g. improvement of the monitors presented
on TV screens)
Assists in developing and implementing standards for the management, handling and
documentation of alerts and monitors that are applied in all the areas of monitoring under the
responsibility of the Operations Control Center.
Ensures that the goals set for the team members are aligned with goals and objectives of the
Operations Control Center and with the overall business requirements of the organization.
Ensures that the team members remain motivated and committed. Through good
communication with the team ensures that morale remains high and there is a positive attitude
in the work place.
Works with the team to assist them in understanding business requirements and managing their
work load.
Ensures that the assignee’s skills match the skills required on the issues assigned by reviewing
the skills inventory. Stays informed with the team members’ availability and schedules and make
provision for sick leave and holidays.
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OCC Operator
The Operations Control Center Operator is responsible for working on alerts which appear in the central alert
inboxes including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Executes the event management process for the productive SAP environment.
Groups, aggregates, and filters events based on IT policies and technical / functional
experience.
Runs a first technical analysis of events according to event descriptions and guided procedures.
Decides on passing events towards the incident management process based on IT policies.
Supports next level support experts during root cause analysis.
Supports the improvement of the OCC setup itself (e.g. reports missing documentation, or
wrong alert thresholds)
Monitors the SAP environment in times of low workload
Implements service requests with adherence of the change management process
Complies with all IT processes and procedures and provides constructive feedback to the OCC
team lead on improvement areas and pain points.

OCC Technical Administrator
The Operations Control Center Technical Administrator is responsible for administrating and configuring the
technical platform and systems used for monitoring, alerting, reporting, dashboarding, including:
o
o
o
o

Maintains the SAP Solution Manager (incl. Focused Solutions) as well as further managing
systems and platforms.
Follows up events indicating a functional or technical issue with the managing systems and
platforms.
Evaluates and assesses new monitoring, alerting, reporting, dashboard requirements as per the
Operations Control Center request and change process.
Is Alert Owner for self-monitoring of managing systems and platforms.

Quality Manager for Business Continuity
• The Quality Manager for Business Continuity may play a significant role in driving technical items in the
Continuous Improvement process.
• The QM for Business Continuity has been described in detail in the context of an advanced Customer
Center of Expertise (advanced CCOE). See SAP Service Marketplace (quick link COE) for details.

Quality Manager for Business Process Improvement
• The Quality Manager for Business Process Improvement may play a significant role in driving functional
items in the Continuous Improvement process.
• The QM for Business Process Improvement has been described in detail in the context of an advanced
Customer Center of Expertise (advanced CCOE). See SAP Service Marketplace (quick link COE) for
details.
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